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Les Givral's Sandwich Shop 

"Interesting Vietnamese Sandwich Shop"

Although a Vietnamese sandwich shop sounds unusual, the atmosphere

and decor AT Givral's Sandwich Shop revolve around typical deli

friendliness and charm. This experience is perfect for the casual diner who

is interested in quickly grabbing a delicious bite to eat. If you want to

sample a truly deluxe po' boy, definitely try the French baguette with

layers of shredded chicken and pork, slivered cucumbers, pickled carrots,

soy sauce, mayonnaise, cilantro and sliced jalapenos. The iced French

coffee is a flavorful alternative to alcohol.

 +1 713 529 1736  2704 Milam Street, Houston TX

 by  Adam Rosen 

BB's Cafe 

"Delicious Louisiana/Texas Hybrid"

BB's has your New Orleans fix. Go to the happening White Oak Drive for a

tremendous value in dinner. Just like their downtown and Montrose

locations, this Louisiana eatery (with a healthy dash of Texas) overflows

with coolness as they serve up delicious bayou treats, like Gumbo,

Grillades & Grits, and Red Beans and Rice. In the mood for a sandwich for

lunch? BBs' overstuffed New Orleans style Po'Boys will leave you slightly

confused as to how you attack. Try the Bedtime In The Bayou, the ever-

popular fried gulf shrimp sandwich fully dressed. You can blissfully tell

where the crunch from the batter stops and the crunch from the shrimp

begins, it's fantastic. -Adam Rosen

 +1 713 868 8000  www.bbscafe.com/  2701 White Oak Drive, Houston TX

 by zwodra   

Paulie's 

"Italian Deli Fare"

Hassle-free dining is the motto at Paulie's, a popular Montrose deli. The

counter service and casual atmosphere are particularly popular with

families and artistic types. The menu offers primarily Italian-oriented deli

selections. However, traditional pastas such as linguine with grilled

shrimp and roasted tomato sauce are also available. Every evening dinner

specials like Chicken Tetrazzini are served hot and fresh. Wine is available

for patrons.

 +1 713 807 7271  pauliesrestaurant.com/  1834 Westheimer Road, Houston TX
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